LIBRARY DISPLAYS - COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ONLINE!

The College of Engineering Research Showcase continues to focus on the college’s signature research areas:

- Intelligent Systems
- Sustainability of the Environment
- Assured Information and Cyber Security
- Communication Systems and Signal Processing
- New Space Systems and Commercialization of Space

Now visitors can enjoy this exhibit online at http://lib.fit.edu/?app=librarydisplays&display=201110.

FROM THE DEAN’S DESK: NOT JUST DOORS ANYMORE

The library’s north door was just the north door until the recent opening of the new café inside that north door. The library’s south door is not just a door either. The Bring-A-Book/Take-A-Book leisure reading library is immediately inside that door. As its name suggests, you bring a book, place it on the shelf, and take any book that you want. If you forget to bring a book, you can always bring one later. This general reading collection maintains itself – grows actually – with no ‘overhead’ of library staff time to maintain it. Everyone loves it. So we hope you will come on in, have some coffee and browse the leisure reading books. Either door will work!

BEYOND WORDS!

by guest writer Chris Nolan
Sophomore, Business Marketing

Like MOST students at FIT, I too was required to take COM 1102. And, like ALL COM 1102 students, I had an entire semester to write my literary analysis. Where to begin? I was able to find some good articles in literature and general humanities resources, but, for me, it wasn’t as easy to find information on my author, Jamaica Kincaid. A quick perusal of the library databases yielded a goldmine of information that put me well on my way towards an A-worthy paper. In particular, the Biography Reference Database is great! This easy-to-use EBSCOhost database allows access to information that Google searches often miss, and, with its scholarly sources, it will fill your works-cited page with citations of unquestionable integrity, something English teachers are keen to see. So next time you need some information about just about anyone, visit the Evans Library’s website (lib.fit.edu) – Databases/Indexes – Biography Reference Bank.

DEADLINE APPROACHES

To enroll in one of the graduate research workshop half-day seminars (Thursday, February 9, from 5:30 – 9:15 p.m., and Friday, February 10, from 1 – 4:45 p.m.), graduate students can pick up a form at the Service Desk or go to http://lib.fit.edu/?app=grw. Reservations are required by Monday, February 6.
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